


‧ 24+ years of experience in Translation Business
‧ Global Business:

Project Coordination Centres: New York, London, Hong Kong and Shanghai
Operation Centres: Hong Kong, Foshan and London

‧ Over 60 in-house Translators, aims to be the leading Translation Company in Asia 
‧ 4 successive years be the Winner of several Translation Service Awards 
‧ Highest-accuracy rate among all translation companies in Asia (Translator-community, 2013)

Timeline

1989 - Founding of Spear Translation
2005 - Operation Centre established in Foshan
2007 - Brand promotion campaign started
2008 - The only Translation Company in Asia that is recognized by 150 Governments all over the 

world to issue Certifications for supporting documents
2010 - Winner of Translation Project Management Awards

Fast Facts
Spear Translation - Award-winning Translation Company



We not only provide professional translation services in every language pair, but also provide a
project management service that handles everything from translation pricing and planning to final
delivery. The majority of our business comes from long standing customers who are satisfied
with our competitive prices and friendly and efficient service.

Our translation service suite is designed to simplify the translation process for your organization
and allow you to focus on your core competency. With our experienced translation team, we will
work with you to plan and budget for every translation project.

SPEAR Translation is able to provide your organization with guaranteed accuracy for all of your
translation needs.

Awards

We were granted The TJAInT Award 2011 and The ChDTL Translation Award 2012, making us
the most authoritative translation company in Asia.

Why Spear can help you?
By hiring us, you will be able to receive:

3-time Amendments for the
First 14 days for FREE

Award-winning Service Quality

Responsive Project Coordination
Service

3-layer Proofreading and Editing
Mechanism 

Professional Linguistic Services
from 60 in-house Translators

Competitive Price

Qualifications:



Website Translation and Localization

A website is not just a tool for marketing, but a place where you
build connections with your potential customers. Benefiting from
our global presence and strong vendor network, you are able to
have your website localized and translated into over 60 languages.

Commercial Translation

Spear is trusted by thousands of huge brands and was awarded for
its invincible commercial translation services.

With Spear being your partner, you will be able to stretch to 
anywhere in the world with endless confidence.

Legal Translation

Having a professional legal translation department in-house 
supplies high control over the quality on works, with the help of
the strict LISA QA mechanism and our patented 3-layer 
proofreading and editing mechanism, Spear is well equipped to
deliver flawless translation service to any types of legal 
documents.

Medical Translation

Spear is the authorized translation partner to hundreds of medical
brands. Accurate, Consistent, Readable, Rapid with Reasonable
Rate is our niche.

Also, all our in-house medical translators are bound with our 
internal NDA agreement to ensure they work according to the
Translators Professional Code of Ethics. We also sign NDA with
clients so as to protect their confidential information from 
leakage.



Technical Translation

Spear is proud of the quality and rapid reaction that its 
technical translation team and in-house DTP team delivers
7/24 throughout the year.

Backed with a magnificent client profile, you will be ready to
engage into any new markets without losing any additional
time for bothering quality issues.

Financial Translation

Spear is one of the few translation companies that can deliver
professional Annual Report/IPO translation. We are the 
chartered translation company to over 80 governments to 
deliver Financial Certified Translation.

Books, Magazine and Journal Translation

We are the service provider to major inflight magazines such
as Discover the Shop from Cathay Pacific, Emporium from
Dragonaire, Skyshop from Hong Kong Airlines, etc. which
makes us the largest magazine translation company in North
America and Asia.

Art Translation

SPEAR Translation has extensive experiences in art 
translation. We have been cooperating with numerous artists,
e.g. Richard X Zawitz and Johnny Torn to provide quality 
translation for their event magazines, brochures, leaflets and 
introductive video transcripts.



Appointing an Account
Project Coordinator 

Discuss with clients about their
expectations, e.g. writing tones,

submission time, etc.

Spear holds internal meetings
with translators and editors

Linguistic services start; Clients can communicate
with our project coordinators at any time.

QA and QC policies start here too.

Delivery of documents
and augmented service

starts.

Internal Workflow



Quality

Differences between Quality Assurance and Quality Control

Quality assurance policy refers to a series of process-based acts (also known as a system) that 
deliver some certain confidence towards the quality of a service, it is the activities to ensure the
quality requirements of a service have been fulfilled, and the acts to make sure our project 
coordinators are conducting good quality enhancement measures.

Quality Control policy is a result-oriented regulatory system that a sort of corrective actions will
be brought out to ensure all works fulfil the quality requirements. In short they are the measures to
make sure you got what you expect.

Spear applies both quality assurance and quality control policies to every single piece of our work:

3-Layer Proofreading and Editing Mechanism
LISA QA Mechanism



3 Layer Proofreading and Editing Mechanism

Invented originally and patented by Spear Translation, 3 Layer Proofreading
and Editing Mechanism is a quality control mechanism to ensure the quality
we translated aligns with client’s expectations.

The mechanism is comprised of 3 parts, the 1st layer be translation, the 2nd be 
proofreading and the 3rd be editing to be done by our project coordinator. During the process,
quality control measures, sampling and inspection means will be held to ensure 
everything is in the right place.

More means Less

We are not complexing the procedures, rather we are optimizing our performance. Translations
are done by human, which means there should be risk of occurring errors and mistakes. The
purpose of inventing this QC system is to minimise the occurrence of those risks by a more 
detailed division of labour as well as adding more control measures on it.

We believe that 2 layers are insufficient to check all those errors, but an additional layer could
reduce errors for over 65%. Spear is eager to invest more on its quality control measure, as
clients count on us to provide translation services on languages they may not familiar. 
Producing quality translation is our mission.

MORE control on quality, LESS errors will then occur.



LISA QA Mechanism

LISA (Localization Industry Standards Association) QA is the quality assurance
mechanism used by Spear to collect the feedbacks given by editors on the quality
of translations. It also gives us an objective way to check the performance of our
vendors.

In LISA QA mechanism, criteria are listed out and errors are categorised as Minor, Major or 
Critical, which each of them weights different scores. Scores are then added together to check if the
overall quality of the translation work passed.

By adopting this mechanism, we are able to keep on improving our service quality along with the
performance of vendors.

Project Management Policy

Project Management is crucial to a successful translation project. This involves all the quality 
assurance and quality control means, including the LISAQA mechanism and the 3LPEM, the 
collaborations among several departments within Spear, e.g. different in-house translation teams,
editors, project coordinators, vendor management teams, vendors… and tight time scheduling. 

A good management could affect a translation project’s quality, consistency as well as the 
punctuality of submission.

Major management works are coordinated by our Project Coordinator (PC), which empowers us to
have works never submitted late.



Strict Vendor Management Policy

Although most of the time translations are done by Spear’s in-house
translators, in some occasions we still need vendors’ assistance in order to
boost our capacity. Hence managing vendors with our strict vendor 
management policy could ensure the works done by them still of Spear’s
in-house quality and of high consistency.

At Spear, vendors are screened and maintained by our vendor management team. Before 
becoming our vendor, they have to undergo a strict trial test which only 5% applicants past.
We will score job by job done by vendors and have an annual performance review so as to
maintain their service quality.

If applicable, we will share our translation memory and glossary list with our vendors to
make sure they follow our rules and instructions.

We will also sign non-disclosure agreement with vendors to protect clients’ confidential info
from leaking out.

Database Management Vendor Performance
Evaluation System



Translation Technology

At Spear, all translations are done by human translators. We never do machine translation, rather,
computer-aided translation software are used for assisting our translator to complete work faster,
with higher accuracy as well as consistency.

Nowadays a lot of translation companies are using machine translation, frankly speaking the
completion time could be greatly shorten but the quality is not guaranteed, or even very bad. The
reason why we insist on translating manually is that, machine translation is not reliable, 
especially for translation between Western languages and the Eastern ones, as their sentences and
grammar structures are never the same. Additionally, languages are culturally-bounded for which
could affect the readability and marketability of passages, thats why machine would never re-
place human translation.

At Spear, we never sacrifice our quality to exchange for 1 or 2 days faster, because we cherish
client’s reputation, as well as ours.

Termbase Establishment



English French German Hungarian

Spanish Portuguese Italian Latin

Russian Dutch Swedish Czech

Turkish Bosnian Greek Finnish

Danish Polish Slovene Norwegian

Estonian Bulgarian Ukrainian Romanian

Albanian Catalan Galician Latvian

Slovak Serbian Croatian Lithuanian

Traditional Chinese Simplified Chinese Japanese Korean

Malay Khmer Bahasa Tagalog

Cantonese Vietnamese Nepali Lao

Burmese Hokkien Thai Hindi

Arabic Armenian Azerbaijani Hebrew

Kurdish Persian

Asian Languages

European Languages

Middle-East and Eurasian Languages

Languages



 Other Linguistic Services

Proofreading & Editing

If you have an article translated but not sure if the tone and grammar are
appropriate, our native editors are here to serve.

Copywriting

Copywriting is the key to success in the current information-booming 
digital age. Design, Product Features, Augmented Services and Marketing
Means are all elements of your success, but good product description is
their common factor. Your potential customers won’t take too much time
on reading your long paragraph, rather a good copywriting could attract
anyone at first sight.

Desktop Publishing (DTP)

Desktop Publishing with its abbreviation DTP is exceptionally important
to retailer, manufacturers and inventors. Simply putting sentences on a
brochure without proper formatting doesn’t look persuasive to your 
readers. Alignment, titling and subtitling, choosing appropriate fonts and
colours are the ways to maximize your writing values.

Certified Translation

Many governments require applicants to get their supporting documents
translated and certified by a registered translation company before 
accepting them as valid. Spear is a chartered translation company to over
100 governments all over the world.

Online SEO Writings and Blogging

If you choose to market your business online, you have to know very
much about the search engines’ characters, so as to rank your website
higher. 



Confidentiality

We know all the documents provided by clients are confidential, hence we sign Non-disclosure
Agreements (NDA) with them. Further, we sign Third-party NDA with each of our in-house 
translators and vendors, and all of them should observe our internal team Security Code of Ethics.

Spear also has a Strict Data Transfer Policy to avoid client’s data being circulated publicly and
transmitted outside the company.

Client’s Vendor Manager Spear’s Project Coordinator

QA & QC Proofreading & Editing Translation

How to work with Spear



Trusted by numerous clients:

* Due to confidentiality, we disclose only some of our clients.



Hong Kong Tel: (852) 2556 2390

Email: Info@spear.com.hk

Website: http://www.spear.com.hk (HK and China)
http://www.speartranslation.com (Int)

Address: Room 1, 23/F, Futura Plaza 111-113 How Ming
Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong


